Dear all,

To ease communication across borders for people affected by the situation in Ukraine – helpers as well as refugees - the European Commission is urgently looking for data donations of bi-/multilingual corpora for Ukrainian to/from all EU languages. The data will be used to train an automatic translation system for translation between Ukrainian and EU languages.

How you can help:

CONTACT US TO SHARE RELEVANT HINTS AND DATASETS
by sending an email to info@lr-coordination.eu

OR

DIRECTLY SHARE RELEVANT DATA SETS AND SOURCES
by uploading them to the ELRC-SHARE at https://elrc-share.eu

For further details about the European Language Resource Coordination, please check the ELRC website at www.lr-coordination.eu.

Any language data and/or pointers will be immensely useful to overcome language barriers between Ukrainian and EU languages!

Thank you infinitely for your support!
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Connecting Europe Facility